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W H AT A M I ?
Use the following sheet to play What Am I? in two different ways for your virtual party.
NECESSARY SUPPLIES
• One or more sets of the “What Am I?” cards provided on the second page of this pdf. The cards reference different
occupations, objects, and places from the world of The Hunger Games series.
• Timer
SET UP
For What Am I? Traditional, each participant in the virtual party game print out a set of 24 “What Am I?” cards.
For What Am I? Host Driven, print out one set of “What Am I?” cards for the host.
HOW TO PLAY
What Am I? Traditional
Players will pair up and compete as a team—one person will be the guesser, one person will provide the clues. Each
virtual party guest will need their own stack of cards. Set your timer for 60 seconds. The guesser holds a card up to
their forehead so they can’t see what’s written on it, and the clue giver can say anything to their partner to help them
figure out what the word is, except for the word itself or any reference to the word (e.g., “The first three letters are...”).
When 60 seconds are up, the guesser becomes the clue provider and vice versa for another 60-second round. The
first team to get through their stack of cards, or the team that gets through the most cards, wins. The virtual party host
keeps track of the time.
What Am I? Host Driven
The virtual party host is the only one who has the cards. The guesser closes their eyes, and the host shows the card
to all the other players. Every virtual party guest, one at a time, gives a one-word clue to the guesser. The guesser can
guess after any clue, and can offer a final guess after all clues are given. If they get it right, they get a point. The virtual
party host keeps track of the points. At the end, move to the next guesser. Play as many rounds as needed.
EXPAND YOUR DECK!
Find more Hunger Games terminology in our glossary and make your own cards.
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Stylist

The Reaping

Tessera

Coal

Mentor

Arena

Sponsors

Hovercraft

Peacekeeper

Cornucopia

Training Center

The Capitol

Muttations

Dark Days

Chariot

Apothecary

Three Finger Salute

Jabberjays

Trident

Tracker Jackers

Victor’s Village

Prep Team

Panem

Force Field

